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Introduction

Introduction
Welcome to Heroes of Drakonheim, a three-part 
adventure set in the fantasy city of Drakonheim, 
which can be played as a stand-alone setting or in-
corporated into any larger fantasy world.
 In Chapter 1: Rats in the Sewers, the heroes are 
asked to solve a series of mysterious disappear-
ances. They follow the trail into the sewers, find the 
goblins responsible, and learn that they are selling 
dead bodies to a shadowy group of humans.
 In Chapter 2: Skeletal Society, the heroes dis-
cover that the group purchasing the corpses is a 
cabal of necromancers calling itself the Gray Soci-
ety. In the process, they may stumble upon a nest 
of wights, some of the society’s storehouses, and 
perhaps even one of their initiation ceremonies. 
These encounters lead to a final confrontation with 
the leader of the Gray Society, who implores the 
heroes to end their grudge against them. The Gray 
Society is animating a host of undead to combat 
an even greater threat: a mighty force of hobgob-

lins and their allies marching towards Drakonheim. 
Without additional defenses, the city will surely fall.
 In Chapter 3: Defense of Drakonheim, the he-
roes must protect the city from the hobgoblin 
army. They have several days to prepare defenses 
and seek out allies before the enemies reach Dra-
konheim. Once the foes arrive, the heroes defend 
the walls and lead the charge against the hobgob-
lin war chief.

Getting Started
This adventure has been adapted to the Savage 
Worlds rule system, and requires a copy of Savage 
Worlds Deluxe. It also references some of the Edges, 
Hindrances, items, and NPCs described in the Dra-
konheim Savage Worlds Companion, though that 
book is not required for this adventure.

Coin of the Realm
All of the medieval weapons, armor, and gear from 
Savage Worlds are available in Drakonheim, with 
the exception of the katana. The standard coin 
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used in the price tables is the silver shilling; ten 
copper pennies are worth one silver shilling, while 
ten silver shillings are worth one gold florin.

Note on Chronology
For those who also have the Drakonheim: City of 
Bones setting book, the events in this adventure 
take place a few months before the time described 
in that book. Indeed, this adventure leads up to the 
most recent major events: the hobgoblin invasion 
and the Gray Society’s decision to operate openly. 
Most of the NPCs described there still live in the 
city, though some details might be different.

Parlay?
The Heroes of Drakonheim adventure arc is de-
signed to be more than just a series of dungeon 
crawls, and many problems are best solved through 
means other than fighting. This is even true of cer-
tain “monsters,” like the goblins who live in the sew-
ers. If your players are used to slaying everything 
that moves, you may wish to talk to them before-
hand, and let them know that sometimes negotia-
tion is the best solution.

The City of Drakonheim
Drakonheim was founded over twelve hundred 
years ago by the powerful Cevali Empire as it ex-
panded its reach across the continent. According 
to legend, Drakonheim was built above the lair 
of a powerful dragon, after a mighty Cevali hero 
slew the beast. Legends say that the hero used the 
dragon’s bones to build the first walls around Dra-
konheim. The city enjoyed over two hundred years 
of prosperity before the Cevali Empire collapsed 
under its own weight.
 In the centuries that followed, Drakonheim has 
shown allegiance to a dozen lesser kingdoms that 
have come and gone. The current king who claims 
Drakonheim pays it little mind other than to collect 
taxes from the city. Most of the nobles who rule 
Drakonheim follow their monarch’s example and 
provide little support to the common folk. Except 
for the wealthiest districts, most of the city has fall-
en into a terrible state of disrepair. Many sections 
are also plagued with crime, with citizens left to 
fend for themselves.
 Though never completely abandoned, the 
city’s population has dwindled to a fraction of what 
it was at the height of the Cevali Empire. Hundreds 
of abandoned stone buildings stand as testament 
to the marvel that Drakonheim once was.

 In addition to the humans descended from the 
Cevali Empire, many elves, dwarves, and half-folk 
fled to the perceived safety of Drakonheim after 
their homes were threatened by orcs, gnolls, and 
hobgoblin raiders. These attacks continue to grow 
bolder and more powerful each year, and some in 
the city fear that monstrous raiders will soon as-
sault Drakonheim itself. Little do they know just 
how soon such an attack will occur.

Gods in Drakonheim
To allow you to easily drop Drakonheim into any 
campaign setting, this adventure does not use spe-
cific names for gods, but instead refers to them by 
their archetypes. The most important god in He-
roes of Drakonheim is the Sage. The Sage is a god 
of knowledge and study, and is associated with ar-
cane magic. If you play this game in a specific set-
ting, use whichever god best matches this arche-
type.

Adventure Background
Just over a year ago, the hobgoblin war chief Haz-
drol united the hobgoblin clans living north of 
Drakonheim. Hobgoblins thrive on war, and once 
they were no longer battling each other, Hazdrol 
knew he needed another target to attack. There 
were other small settlements of tribal humans in 
the north, and bands of lizardfolk to the south, but 
none of these were worthy targets for the united 
clans. Hazdrol has therefore set his sights on the 
city of Drakonheim, and if he has his way that will 
just be the beginning.
 Hazdrol is a cunning strategist, and has refused 
to rush his attack. For the past year he has scouted 
the city’s defenses, gathered allies, and forged 
weapons and armor to outfit his army. Finally his 
army is on the march, and they are now just days 
away from Drakonheim.
 The hobgoblin army has not gone unnoticed, 
however. Several influential citizens in Drakon-
heim, most notably a cabal of necromancers called 
the Gray Society, became aware of the strange 
activity to the north and deduced the war chief’s 
intent. Lady Nalyka Saldor, leader of the Gray So-
ciety and a member of the mayor’s ruling council, 
decided to counter the hobgoblin threat with an 
army of her own: an army of undead. 
 To create this army, the society needs corpses, 
so one of the necromancers contacts a warren of 
goblins living in the city sewers and offers them 
fine weapons, alchemist’s fire, and gold coin in ex-
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change for corpses. At first the goblins only scav-
enge bodies they find, but then their leader, Korth 
Fat Rat, decides they could earn more treasure if 
they made their own corpses. Now goblins are 
sneaking up from the sewers in the dead of night, 
slaying lone humanoids, and selling their bodies 
to the Gray Society. Most of the victims have been 
homeless beggars with no family to miss them, but 
last night the goblins killed the son of a respected 
blacksmith. Now the father is willing to pay to find 
out what happened to his son.

The Gray Society
During the height of the Cevali Empire, a hundred 
secret societies operated behind closed doors. 
Many relatively harmless organizations sought 
only to bring extra coin to their members, but a 
few had darker purposes, while others worshiped 
demons or practiced human sacrifice. The Gray So-
ciety lay somewhere in between the two extremes. 
The society was a gathering place for necroman-
cers, but these were not worshipers of a dark god 
of death and decay. Rather, they were motivated 
by intellectual curiosity, and saw the reanimation 
of the dead as the ultimate art. At its peak, the Gray 
Society had secret member halls in nearly every 
city in the empire.
But just as Cevali fell, so too did the 
secret organizations it hid. The 
Gray Society declined until 
eventually only one branch 
remained. Housed in Dra-
konheim, they operated in 
secret for over a thousand 
years, poring through an-
cient texts and performing 
dark rituals on the night of 
the new moon. They have 
mastered animating skeletons 
and zombies, and constantly 
strive for higher necroman-
tic arts. But they also strive for 
something else: acceptance.
The Gray Society is tired of 
working in the shadows. Un-
der their current leader, Lady 
Nalyka Saldor, the group has 
set the ground work for their 
acceptance by maneuvering key 
members into positions of power 
and popularity and fostering political 
allies. When they heard of a hobgoblin army mar-
shaling north of Drakonheim, they saw the oppor-
tunity they’d been waiting for. The common folk 

might not relish the thought of undead roaming 
the streets, but if the Gray Society were the saviors 
of the city, who would question them?
 The members of the Gray Society are key to 
this adventure, particularly in Chapter 2: Skeletal So-
ciety and Chapter 3: Defense of Drakonheim. There 
are several ways for the heroes to encounter them, 
so their general descriptions are provided here. 
You can find their stats listed in the bestiary.

Lady Nalyka Saldor
This woman’s hair has turned gray and her face is 
starting to wrinkle, but she obviously takes care of 
herself and retains a svelte figure.
 Lady Nalyka Saldor leads the Gray Society, and 
was elected by her peers after the previous leader 
passed away. She comes from a long line of aris-
tocrats who held power in Drakonheim, and cur-
rently serves on the mayor’s advisory council.
 Lady Nalyka is highly intelligent and a vora-
cious reader. She is a skilled necromancer, but that 
is just one of her passions. She also studies history, 
especially the Cevali Empire. In her heart, Nalyka 
dreams of returning Drakonheim to its former glo-
ry, and forging an empire that will endure for cen-
turies to come.

 Nalyka leads the Gray Society, and her primary 
role is to keep the society organized and 

funded. She presides over committee 
meetings and many general meet-

ings. As a member of the mayor’s 
council, she also has political clout, 
which she uses to quietly aid the 
society. Nalyka spends most of her 
time either at her manor home, at 
Graystone (the headquarters of 
the Gray Society), or at the White 
Keep (the center of the city gov-

ernment).

Tyrus
This slender man’s skin is 
so pale that he appears 
white. He has only a thin 
sliver of hair that wraps 

around the edge of his 
head.

 Tyrus studied to be a 
physician, and in doing so de-

veloped a fascination with the 
human body. This fascination with 

life slowly morphed into an obsession 
with death and the undead. Tyrus is emotionally 
detached from his work, seeing corpses as poten-
tial experiments—and living beings as potential 
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corpses. He is extremely arrogant, caring little for 
ethics and morals as long as he is able to continue 
his studies. Tyrus knows he is more intelligent than 
all the fools around him, and he doesn’t tolerate 
fools gladly.
 Of all those in the Gray Society, Tyrus is the 
most skilled in the necromantic arts. His principle 
duties include creating undead servitors and con-
ducting further experiments. He also undertakes 
duties that other members might find morally du-
bious, such as working with the goblins and rob-
bing graves. He spends most of his time at Gray-
stone (often sleeping there), only occasionally 
returning to his own home.

Norel Kalynn
This curvaceous woman boasts 
a head of luxurious blond hair. 
Her green eyes sparkle and she 
speaks with a melodic voice.
 Kalynn is one of the 
wealthiest citizens in Dra-
konheim. She was born the 
daughter of a miller who 
hoped for a son, but Kalynn 
was the only child who 
lived past infancy.  Early 
in life, Kalynn developed 
a head for business and 
leveraged the money 
from her father’s mill to 
become a money lender 
and earned a large fortune. 
She now has her hand in just 
about every form of business 
in Drakonheim, both legal and il-
legal.
 Kalynn was first attracted to the 
Gray Society by the rumors of powerful citizens 
within its ranks, and she initially believed it was just 
a secret society where the powerful met for their 
mutual benefit. However, as she slowly learned 
more, she realized the society’s true nature, and 
saw it as a way to escape her greatest fear. Kalynn 
knows that death cares nothing for riches, and one 
day will claim even her.  But what is dead cannot 
die, and Kalynn hopes that through the Gray So-
ciety she will transcend death and achieve some-
thing akin to lichdom.
 Kalynn handles the Gray Society’s finances. Ini-
tially, most of the funds came from member contri-
butions, but Kalynn invested their dues so well that 
the organization is now largely self-sufficient. She 

also obtains the materials that the society needs. 
Kalynn is frequently found at her manor house, vis-
iting one of the many businesses she controls, or at 
Graystone.

Ober the Reader
This rotund man boasts a bushy mustache that 
connects to his sideburns.
Ober was the fourth son of a minor aristocrat, 
standing to inherit nothing from his father, so at a 
young age he joined the temple of the Sage and 
trained as a priest. Ober is a generally amiable man, 
who views learning and gathering knowledge as 
part of his holy duty. He does not contemplate the 

“morality” of any kind of knowledge, 
and learning how to create undead 

is just as important as any other 
brand of learning.

 Ober serves as the pri-
mary recruiter for the Gray 
Society. His work in the 
Sage’s temple connects 
him with many people 
whose beliefs might be 
compatible with the Gray 
Society and who have 
abilities or resources the 
group would value. He 
also oversees the scribes 
in the society to ensure 

that the organization’s 
works are properly docu-

mented. He spends most of 
his time at the Sage’s temple 

or at Graystone.

Other Members
There are several dozen other mem-

bers of the Gray Society. Most are merchants or 
trades people, but there are also a few nobles and 
aristocrats. They are all interested in necromancy 
for one reason or another, tend to be well-educat-
ed, and have at least a small amount of wealth.

An Apt Name
The Gray Society is intended to pose a complex 
moral conundrum for the heroes. They engage in 
necromancy, a practice that most heroes frown 
upon, but at the moment they are using their dark 
arts to protect the city of Drakonheim from a far 
greater threat: the hobgoblin invasion. The hope is 
that this sparks debate and discussion among the 
players regarding what to do about the society.
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